Host AGM_Erryn says:
MISSION SUMMARY: The Artemis' repairs are almost complete, but the poor quality of their dilithium crystal limits available power and speed.
Host AGM_Erryn says:
Hiding at the edge of a nebula, they have detected a possible source of dilithium...three days away for a shuttle at maximum warp. Weeks for the Artemis.
Host AGM_Erryn says:
Worse, the Borg cube that helped send them here has found them again. From deep within the cloud, it demands their surrender....
Host AGM_Erryn says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
BORG says:
You will be assimilated.
CEO_Russel says:
@::In shuttle Apollo, waiting for orders.::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Exits the observation lounge, stepping out onto the bridge::
Host BORG says:
COMM: Artemis: Resistance is futile.
OPS_Ewan says:
::sitting at OPS::
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes the helm::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Takes the counselor's chair::
XOMcMer says:
::Jason, on a medbed in sick bay::
OPS_Ewan says:
::sitting there getting tired of hearing the same old rhetoric coming from the Borg::
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Apollo: Mr. Russel, what is your best possible speed to that planet with dilithium?
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The power signature comes through more clearly now.
CEO_Russel says:
@COMM:  Artemis:  CO:  It will take 3 days to get there, sir.
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Apollo: Proceed at best possible speed, if we are not here, you are to attempt to return to our universe........understood?
OPS_Ewan says:
::turns to the CO:: CO: Sir, I'm getting a fix on their power signature
XOMcMer says:
::As the EMH putters around over Jason, occasionally making little soft noises of concern, in line with his bedside manner program, Jason slowly drifts towards consciousness::
CEO_Russel says:
@COMM:  Artemis:  CO:  Understood, we'll go as fast as we can.
CNS_Farrel says:
::Reaches out to the cube again::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Prepare a recorder buoy, launch if the situation seems hopeless
FCO_Teasley says:
::attempts to find a way around the cube::
CEO_Russel says:
@::sets course for the planet with dilithium and engages at maximum warp.::
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: Captain, I’m still sensing confusion on the cube, there are still drones free from the collective over there, but their numbers are fading fast sir.
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: Mr. Farrel, man the science station.....see if you can penetrate their subspace field and scan the interior
XOMcMer says:
::Jason's eyes flutter open, and momentarily Jason is completely disorientated... due to after images of Lt. Jg Kayan mixed with Lt Cmdr. Kayan mixed with that of the EMH standing over him....::
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Moves over to science one and begins scanning the source of the power signature::
CEO_Russel says:
@::sits back::
OPS_Ewan says:
::runs a long range scan of the Borg Cube and is astounded at what he finds:: CO Sir, I have scanned the cube, it seems have an, intact, clean, dilithium crystal in one of their power generators.
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Can we get a lock on it with the transporter?
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, their weapons and shields are offline
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: Captain ::looks at the scan:: The borg's subspace distortion field is down, we should be able to beam the dilithium out sir.
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Lock onto it and beam it aboard........
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir ::turns back to his station to attempt a beam out of the dilithium crystal::
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: Mr. Farrel, see if you can access the Cube's Command pathways.........
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: Correction sir, there is still core interference disrupting the transporter....
XOMcMer says:
::As the images fade, and his vision steadies on what is 'actually' in front of him.. Jason looks around, figures where he is.:: EMH: Thanks for the help.  What seems to be wrong with me?
OPS_Ewan says:
::gets a disgusted look on his face:: CO: Sir no such luck. All I get is core interference around the generator
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks for blind spots on the cube::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Hmmm, perhaps we can cause a cascade failure, with a tachyon pulse aimed at the cube
EMH says:
XO: I haven't got any idea.  I have only started doing a scan on you.  And the readings are very anomalous.
Host BORG says:
ACTION: Generator interference prevents the dilithium transport.
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: Aye sir ::Types in some commands:: Sir, it appears the Borg have regained control, i can't get in.
XOMcMer says:
EMH: Well, what did you do to wake me up?
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Good idea Sir, I'll get it ready
EMH says:
XO: As I said, I have done nothing as yet.
CEO_Russel says:
@::Picks up a PADD and begins reading it.::
Host CO_Ross says:
::Looks down at the status board on his chair arm, Shields 27%::
XOMcMer says:
::Having no idea as to what has been going on, or the state of the Artemis:: EMH: What’s the status of the Artemis?
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: Captain, what about the drones free from the collective, is there some way we could isolate them and rescue them?  Or perhaps give them the upper hand against the other drones and take control of the ship...
Host BORG says:
COMM: Artemis: Lower your shie...... ::static::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Mr. Ewan, we need more power to the shields.........how are you doing with the power grid?
EMH says:
XO: I am sorry but I am not programmed for that information.
OPS_Ewan says:
::gets tachyon pulse prepared to fire::
XOMcMer says:
EMH: Ok, how about where's the CMO?
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: The pulse is ready to fire on your command
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: The only way I know how is to get into the cube's command pathways..........but there is something........If I can only remember
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Fire when ready Mr. Ewan
EMH says:
::Shamming doing a visual inspection of the Sick Bay:: XO: The CMO is not here.  :now pointedly:: Perhaps she is out taking care of sick people?!
FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: I'm sending you the coordinates of the weakest spot of the shields
OPS_Ewan says:
::with a smile:: CO: Aye Sir ::fires the tachyon pulse at the Cube::
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: Sir, we could beam in relatively close to the dilithium, about 100 meters, and safely retrieve it.
Host BORG says:
ACTION: With a sudden lurch of movement, the cube lunges out of the nebula, toward the Artemis.
XOMcMer says:
::Jason remembered why he never enjoyed seeing the EMH in the past, Trying not to let his frustration show, since it wouldn't help anyway:: EMH: Can I leave so I can find out?
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: If Mr. MacMer would wake up, we could do that
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, that crystal I detected, it might be their ONLY crystal
CNS_Farrel says:
::Hears proximity alert:: CO: Borg cube closing on our position ::taps into the transporters, waiting for the core to weaken enough for a lock::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Take her in closer, making a close pass, then take us into the nebula
EMH says:
::Taking a few more readings, shaking his head:: XO: Since I have no idea what is wrong with you and even less of what to do about it -- other than do a quick dermal on the bruise on your forehead.  Yes, you will be free to go.
FCO_Teasley says:
::maintains distance from the cube::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Turns from her console:: CO: Sir, i volunteer to beam over and retrieve the dilithium...
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The cube abruptly changes vector, moves for bit, then stops.
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: Not alone Commander, even in times like these
XOMcMer says:
::While Jason gives the EMH his best hurry up look, the EMH methodically pulls out a piece of equipment, puts it against the side of Jason's head, and turns it on.  Over a few moments the nasty bruise on the side of Jason's head fades and disappears::
CNS_Farrel says:
CO: Sir, there distortion field will be repaired soon, that crystal may be are only way home... I know the risks...
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Status Mr. Ewan?
EMH says:
::After another scan, to check the status of the once bruised tissue;: XO: Well, that takes care of that.
FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Get ready on the transporters
XOMcMer says:
EMH: Great, thanks, I'm out of here!  ::Carefully getting up, not certain what might happen along the way, Jason proceeds out of sick bay::
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir the cube changed vectors and then abruptly stopped
FCO_Teasley says:
::sets course::
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The green flicker of Borg shielding dances briefly across the cube's surface, then fizzles.
EMH says:
::Thoughtfully watches Jason leave, then turns to other patients as the door closes on Jason's exit..::
Host CO_Ross says:
CNS: Very well, but you wont go alone, Mr. Ewan, assist Mr. Farrel, arm yourselves and take a subspace transport enhancer with you
FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Ready when you are
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir ::readies the transporters::
XOMcMer says:
*CO*: Sir, this is the XO, I'm just leaving sick bay.  I'm sorry but I don't know the situation, but I'm on my way to the bridge.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Course laid in for the cube sir
CNS_Farrel says:
::Nods to the captain, runs to the weapons locker grabbing two phaser rifles, hands one to Ewan::
OPS_Ewan says:
::takes the rifle and prepares himself::
Host CO_Ross says:
*XO*: #1! we are close in to the Borg cube, Mr. Farrel and Ewan are beaming over to retrieve their dilithium
CNS_Farrel says:
OPS: Here are the coordinates, 100 meters from the generator, i suggest we use a sight to sight transport, little time left.
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes the ship close to cube::
XOMcMer says:
::Stepping into the turbolift:: *CO*: I'll be on the bridge in just a minute.  Good luck Sir!
FCO_Teasley says:
::prepares for a U-turn::
OPS_Ewan says:
::locks in the Co-ordinates:: CNS: Let's rock!
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The Artemis shudders as a Borg tractor beam snags the Artemis for a moment, then goes offline again.
XOMcMer says:
::Thinking as the doors close, a Borg cube?  Oh, great!:: TL: Bridge!!!
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Energize Mr. Teasley
CNS_Farrel says:
::Slaps on her transporter enhancer:: OPS: Right, engage site to site transport ::Cocks her rifle::
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The AT materializes on the Borg cube.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir
XOMcMer says:
::Jason falls to his knees as the Artemis shudders, he's not entirely certain if that was the ship, or just him....::
CNS_Farrel says:
%OPS: The generator is just ahead ::Moves forward down the corridor::
XOMcMer says:
::As Jason gets up TL doors open, and Jason quickly steps onto the bridge, looking around for who is in charge::
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The cube's shields raise again...and stay on this time.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: I got the escape course plotted sir
OPS_Ewan says:
%::has a tingly sensation as he materializes on the Cube::
Host CO_Ross says:
Mr. Teasley, keep a lock on their subspace transponders........
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir
CEO_Russel says:
@::puts the PADD down.::
OPS_Ewan says:
%::walks along with the CNS watching their backs::
OPS_Ewan says:
%
CNS_Farrel says:
%::Steps over a Borg corpse as she continues down the corridor:: OPS: Looks like a war zone in here....
OPS_Ewan says:
%CNS: What a mess
Host BORG says:
%::working on a manifold, completely ignoring the CNS and OPS::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Lock established on the transponders sir
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Very well
CNS_Farrel says:
%::Nervously slips by the working drone, reaching the generator:: OPS: The dilithium is inside, I’ll cover you.  ::Takes up position::
OPS_Ewan says:
%CNS: What ugly things these Borg are
CMO_Bryn says:
::Running a hand through her hair, hurries back to sickbay::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Permission to speak freely sir
XOMcMer says:
::Steps over to the command chair to see what he can do::
Host CO_Ross says:
::Gets up from his center chair, and heads over to the Science console and begins scanning:: FCO: Yes Mr. Teasley?
CNS_Farrel says:
%::Send a telepathic message to as many freed drones as she can, to hone in on her position for rescue...::
OPS_Ewan says:
%::chuckles:: CNS: Oh yes, give me the easy job! ::begins to lower the field surrounding the crystal
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes a deep breath:: CO: You didn't happen to see science officer Katie around have you?
Host BORG says:
%::looks up at OPS, stopping his repairs::
Host BORG says:
ACTION: Several Borg respond to the CNS' call.
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: No Mr. Teasley, I believe she is on the casualty list
CMO_Bryn says:
::Entering, sees that everyone is busy and things are set up, prepared for... whatever::
CNS_Farrel says:
%::Laughs nervously:: Borg: We’ve come from the USS Artemis, stay with us, we'll try to beam you out with us...
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: She's not dead is she sir?
Host BORG says:
%::walks forward, toward the CNS, stopping to reassimilate one of the other drones::
Host CO_Ross says:
::Looks over to the XO:: XO: Ah, #1, I see you've recovered, and not a moment too soon!
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The severed drones stand around, looking confused.
CMO_Bryn says:
::Heads to check on Jason::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Fires her phaser rifle on the drone that is still part of the collective::
XOMcMer says:
CO: I don't know how good of condition I'm in, but I'll do whatever I can.  Need help at Science?
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The drone falls, and two more move toward the CNS.
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Actually #1, the OPS Station needs to be manned
CMO_Bryn says:
::Doesn't see him::  What the...  ::Calls out::  Where is the first officer?
OPS_Ewan says:
%::opens the DCAF and attempts to retrieve the crystal::
XOMcMer says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Stepping over to OPS and sitting down at the station::  Orders?
FCO_Teasley says:
::keeps the lock on::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Teasley, she is in stasis I believe
Host BORG says:
%CNS: You will be assimilated. ::reaches an arms toward the CNS::
Host BORG says:
ACTION: Another drone quickly walks up to the OPS.
CNS_Farrel says:
::Fires her phaser on the drone, asks the freed drones to help fend off the others::
CMO_Bryn says:
::Watches as a couple of heads turn her way with a slightly wary look::
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The second drone falls, and four more approach.
CNS_Farrel says:
OPS: It's time to go....whether or not you have the crystal....  Free drones: This way....
Host BORG says:
ACTION: Two drones seize the CNS, one grabs OPS by the wrist.
CNS_Farrel says:
::Fires her phaser on the one in front of her, then jams her phaser butt into the one behind her:: *Artemis* Emergency beam out!
Nurse Pian says:
CMO:  The EMH did.
OPS_Ewan says:
%CNS: I have...wha wha...get off of me!!
CMO_Bryn says:
Pian:  What EMH?
FCO_Teasley says:
::starts energizing the AT::
Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: Dr. Kayan, take over science if you will
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The drone in front of her absorbs the phaser blast. Another supposedly neutral one extends his nanoprobe injectors to her arm.
Nurse Pain says:
CMO:  Ours... ::Points toward her office::
CMO_Bryn says:
*CO*:  Umm... On my way sir...
CMO_Bryn says:
Pian:  Take care of it...  ::leaves for the bridge wondering why they wanted her there::
XOMcMer says:
::Hearing the call for emergency beam out, Jason attempts to do just that, with heavy filtering on for any little Borg bits trying to piggy back in::
OPS_Ewan says:
%::kicks the drones away from him::
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The AT materializes on the Artemis. Two small holes are on the CNS's sleeve.
CNS_Farrel says:
::Feels herself transported...looks at her arm:: OPS: I believe I’ve been assimilated.....
XOMcMer says:
::Looking to see if there are any dilithium crystals which can also be beamed over...::
OPS_Ewan says:
::Rematerializes with a little surprise for CEO Russel::
FCO_Teasley says:
::scanning for the crystals::
CMO_Bryn says:
::Arrives on the bridge a tad out of breath::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Waits...waits for a sign that nano probes have invaded her body...::
CMO_Bryn says:
::Seeing her husband gives him one of those looks then heads over to the science station::
OPS_Ewan says:
*CMO*: Mr. Farrel needs your help
XOMcMer says:
::Seeing CMO, and as one of her looks appear, Jason returns his most innocent what/who me? look in return::
Host CO_Ross says:
::turns and looks at the Doctor, smiles:: CMO: Looks as if your needed in sickbay Doctor, we can get on without you, carry on ::smiles again::
CMO_Bryn says:
CO:  My exercise for the day huh?  I am on my way...
CNS_Farrel says:
::Hands Ewan her tricorder:: OPS: Scan me... 
OPS_Ewan says:
::takes the tricorder and begins to scan her body::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Says a Betazoid prayer::
FCO_Teasley says:
::walks over the CMO:: CMO: Is Science officer Katie dead?
OPS_Ewan says:
*CO*: Sir, I have the crystal
CMO_Bryn says:
::Heads for Sickbay, still trying to catch her breath::
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: #1, have security upgrade to level 1, watch for beam-in attempts by the Borg
XOMcMer says:
CO: Aye Sir
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The cube loses shield integrity...they fail.
Host CO_Ross says:
::Punches at the air:: *OPS*: Excellent work! you both earned your pay for the week!
OPS_Ewan says:
::with a bleak look in his face:: CNS: what I'm getting doesn't look good
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Teasley, head for the interior of the nebula, best possible speed
XOMcMer says:
::Contacting security, a team quick times to Level 1, a TO in the brig sets up an interior anti-intrusion scan for the Artemis::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir
FCO_Teasley says:
::engages the impulse engines::
CMO_Bryn says:
::Steps through the door and over to the group hovering about OPS and the CNS::  OPS:  What is up?
Host BORG says:
ACTION: Another rolling ion discharge strikes the cube.
CNS_Farrel says:
::Looks at ops:: OPS: You've detected nano-probes?
Host CO_Ross says:
*OPS*: Mr. Ewan, when you get a chance, take that crystal to Engineering!
OPS_Ewan says:
CMO: I'm detecting faint traces of an unique metallic compounds in her arm
CMO_Bryn says:
OPS/CNS:  I thought you went to visit, not to join them... ::Grabs her tricorder to verify the reading::
OPS_Ewan says:
*CO*: Aye Sir, is Mr. Russel back aboard?
CNS_Farrel says:
OPS: Mr. Ewan, thank you for you help...you better get the crystal to engineering.  ::Turns to the doctor, visibly shaking::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Approaching the nebula sir
Host CO_Ross says:
COM: Apollo: Mr. Russel, we have secured a clean crystal from the Borg cube, rendezvous with us in the Nebula.......
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Very well
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: half speed
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The discharge arcs across the cube, striking multiple fuel storage cells.
CMO_Bryn says:
::frowns and goes over to the medical cabinet and starts digging around::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir
FCO_Teasley says:
::reduces speed to 1/2 impulse::
CEO_Russel says:
@COMM:  Artemis:  CO:  Oh?  Understood, I'm on my way back.
CNS_Farrel says:
CMO: So what's the diagnosis?  Am i going to start sprouting parts?
CEO_Russel says:
@::plots a new course, back to the Artemis.::
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The cube explodes.
CEO_Russel says:
@::engages.::
CMO_Bryn says:
::Finds what she wants and heads back to the counselor with a smile::  CNS:  I assume you don't want to join the collective?  ::Injects her with a blood antigen::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: The cube has been destroyed sir
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Apollo: Do your best to find us, we will rendezvous at these coordinates, in 35 minutes ::keys in the coordinates just outside the nebula:: we will meet there and recover
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The explosion extends into the volatile nebula gases.
OPS_Ewan says:
::leaves sickbay and heads for a turbolift::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: What destroyed it?
XOMcMer says:
::Catching the cube blowing up on a sensor repeater, Jason smiles..... then gets back to tending the OPS station::
CEO_Russel says:
@::sighs.  Receives the coordinates.:: COMM:  Artemis:  CO:  Aye, sir.
CNS_Farrel says:
::Nervously laughs, feeling slightly relieved::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: From what I can tell, the fuel supply exploded and spread through out the cube
CMO_Bryn says:
CNS:  I need you to lie back and rest.  Your probes seem to be damaged which is why you are not assimilated.  I need to try and remove them.
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: MR. Teasley, belay entering the nebula, head for coordinates 34587 by 2863
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The explosion continues to spread, closing with the Artemis with frightening speed.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir
FCO_Teasley says:
::changes course::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Increasing speed to full impulse::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Nods, and gets on a biobed, and lies back::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Very well
OPS_Ewan says:
::enters the turbolift:: TL: Engineering
CMO_Bryn says:
::Ponders for a moment::
CNS_Farrel says:
CMO: I'll never make that mistake again... ::Sighing heavily::
XOMcMer says:
::Ensuring that the data feeds from the now destroyed Borg ship were properly recorded... it would make such a moral booster latter, and recording the explosion propagation in the nebula::
CMO_Bryn says:
*XO*:  I need your science background.  Is there a compound that will attach itself to nanoprobes that I could then beam out of the CNS?
Host BORG says:
ACTION: Alarms sound throughout the Artemis.
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The deck begins to rumble.
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Teasley, what is going on?
FCO_Teasley says:
::almost falls out of his chair::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Feels the biobed rumble...::
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: #1, increase power to the SIF, priority 1
XOMcMer says:
*CMO* : If you can identify a unique structure like a nanoprobe, you should be able to just scan and beam them out...
CMO_Bryn says:
*XO*:  Has it been done before?
OPS_Ewan says:
::gets off the turbolift and walks to Main Engineering::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: I don't know, my best guess is that what was left of the cube got to the nebula and now has caught up with us
XOMcMer says:
::Ending his chant with the CMO:: CO: Aye sir.
XOMcMer says:
::Scanning over the OPS console, Jason locates the SIF controls and pumps it up::
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The Artemis is caught in the nebula ignition, hard.
FCO_Teasley says:
::holds on::
Host BORG says:
ACTION: Inertial dampeners fail.
FCO_Teasley says:
::checks if warp drive is online::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Teasley, change course with the explosion,
CNS_Farrel says:
::Gently places her hand on the CMO's arm:: CMO: Doctor, i request to placed in stasis until the nano probes can be safely removed...it's possible that i could start becoming...Borg...at any moment....
CMO_Bryn says:
::Looks down at the counselor::  CNS:  At the moment, I have two options.  I can either put you in stasis till I can find away to deal with this, or I need to remove the arm...
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir
FCO_Teasley says:
::steers the ship above the explosion::
Host BORG says:
ACTION: The rumbling fades away and normal lighting returns.
OPS_Ewan says:
::gets knocked down on the floor of the corridor::
FCO_Teasley says:
::gets back up::
XOMcMer says:
::doing best to hang on to his seat as the Artemis rides the storm::
CMO_Bryn says:
::Nods and calls Pian over to prepare the stasis chamber::
CEO_Russel says:
@::Is eager to return to his almost fully repaired ship.::
Host CO_Ross says:
::Rubs his arm from hitting it on the railing
OPS_Ewan says:
::gathers his wits about him and gets up off the floor and wipes himself off::
CMO_Bryn says:
::Gives the CNS an injection that will relax her::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Minimal damage to ship
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: That's surprising, very good, return to our course to rendezvous with the Apollo
CNS_Farrel says:
: CMO: I'll see you on the flip side...tell the others I’ll be back.... ::feels relaxed::
CMO_Bryn says:
CNS:  Don't worry... the only group you will be joining will be ours.
OPS_Ewan says:
::continues on with his walk to Main Engineering, about 2 minutes away::
CMO_Bryn says:
::Helps Pian set up the stasis unit::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir
CMO_Bryn says:
::With a smile to the counselor, activates it::
XOMcMer says:
::Pleasantly surprised by the FCO's news, Jason still runs the departmental roll call to confirm damage and casualties::
FCO_Teasley says:
::resumes pervious course::
OPS_Ewan says:
::enters Main Engineering:: ALL: Who is in charge?
CNS_Farrel says:
::Feels herself gently slip away...::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Sir, is SO_Katie dead?
Host CO_Ross says:
*Shipwide*: This is Captain Ross, we have survived the explosion of the Borg cube, we have retrieved a dilithium crystal from that cube, we are now rendezvousing with Shuttle Apollo........all Section Chiefs report to the First Officer damage reports, Ross out
CMO_Bryn says:
*XO*:  Just to inform  you, the counselor is currently under stasis.
LtJG_Bridges says:
OPS:  I am.
XOMcMer says:
*CMO* : Noted. I take it they tried to assimilate her?
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: She is in stasis Mr. Teasley
CMO_Bryn says:
*XO*:  Yes... but the probes were damaged, therefore she had time.  Now I just need to get them out of her.
OPS_Ewan says:
::with a smile:: Bridges: I do believe this is yours ::hands him a black container::
Host BORG says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

